Institute of Philosophy and Sociology at the Polish Academy of Sciences

Conference (Workshop) Program
The Role of Survey Research in Studying Social Change in Eastern Europe

Warsaw, December 15-16, 2003

Monday, December 15

9:30–10:00 Registration

Room: 154

10:00-12:00 Session I, Part I: How Do Sociologists Study Social Change? The Substantive and Methodological Issues
Room: 154

Chair and presenter: Kazimierz M. Słomczyński
Discussion

12:00-12:30 Coffee Break (PANCLUB)

12:30-1:30 Session I, Part II: How Do Sociologists Study Social Change? The Substantive and Methodological Issues
Room: 154

Meeting with Henryk Domański, Director of the Institute of Philosophy and Sociology at the Polish Academy of Sciences
Discussion

1:30-2:30 Lunch (PANKLUB)

Room: 242

Chair: Krystyna Janicka
Panelists: Paweł Sztabiński and Franciszek Sztabiński
Discussion

3:30-3:45 Coffee Break (PANKLUB)
3:45-5:30: **Session III, Part I**: Individual Projects

Room: 242

Rachel Lovell, Social Consequences of Interruptions in Occupational Careers

Michał Bojanowski, Income Mobility: A Decompositional Approach


Katarzyna Wilk, Friendship Networks and Status Attainment

Irina Tomescu, Social Structure, Re-definition of the Past, and the Future Orientations

7:00-9:00 Dinner

*Tuesday, December 16*

9:30-10:30 **Session III, Part II**: Individual Projects

Room: 154

Sandra Marquart-Pyatt and Alicia Weaver, Pro-environmental Attitudes: Determinants and Correlates

Maciej Kryszczuk, Digital Divide and Occupational Differentiation

11:00-12:30 **Session IV**: Public Opinion Trends

Visit to the Center of Public Opinion Research, CBOS, Żurawia 4A

Chair and presenter: Krzysztof Zagórski, Director of CBOS

1:00-2:30 Visit to the Contemporary Art Center (Zamek Ujazdowski)

Lunch at the CAC

3:30-4:45 **Session V**: The POLPAN Project. Concluding Meeting

Room: 211

Co-chairs: Kazimierz M. Słomczyński and Brian Green

Plans for future analyses.